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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Francisco Gomez Paz & Paolo Rizzatto

Luceplan Hope Suspension Light

The Luceplan Hope Suspension Light is the most influential light
in the Hope collection. Offering a range of sizes, this luminaire
gives you full control of how much attention you want to bring to a
room. The shade is curated from extremely thin Fresnel lenses,
which reflect the light upon each other when turned on, giving it
the appearance of a large sparkling diamond. The lenses
optimise reflection and distribution of light, meaning you are not
sacrificing functionality for a striking design and you can recreate
the effect of glass, without the limitations. Unlike traditional glass
or crystal fixtures the Fresnel lenses are much lighter and much
less fragile.

The result of such a unique shade design is a beautifully crafted
lighting design that is cast around the room. Perfect for
environments with high ceilings, the Hope Suspension not only
provides the room with an ambient illumination but also serves as
an impressive eye-catcher, thanks to its extraordinary visual
presence. The smaller models of this light have a large impact in
bedrooms, kitchens and living areas to add a touch of
extravagance to a room, whereas the larger models make a
satisfactory impact in restaurants, hotel lobbies and other public
spaces that require an elegant yet modern touch.

Available in four sizes.

All lights in the Hope Collection will require assembly,
assembly instructions included.

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/luceplan-hope-suspension-light/9317


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: Small: 1 x Max 250W E27 (excluded)

Medium: 1 x Max 250W E27 (excluded)

Large: 3 x Max 250W E27 (excluded)

Extra Large: 5 x Max 250W E27 (excluded)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via mains phase dimming.

Dimensions: Small:
Max Drop: 270cm
Shade Height: 49cm
Width: 61cm

Medium:
Max Drop: 270cm
Shade Height: 54cm
Width: 72cm

Large:
Min Drop: 60cm
Max Drop: 410cm
Shade Height: 66cm
Width: 110cm

Extra Large:
Min Drop: 150cm
Max Drop: 930cm
Shade Height: 90cm
Width: 200cm
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